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Abslract-In this paper we show that “separation”-based 
approaches in wireless networks do not necessarily give good 
performance in terms of the capacity of the network. Therefore 
In optimal design of a wireless network, Its total structure should 
be considered. In other words, achieving capacity on the sub- 
networks of a wireless network does not guarantee globally 
achieving capacity. We will illustrate this fact by considering some 
examples of multistage Gaussian wireless rciay networks. We wlll 
consider a wireless Gaussian relay network with one stage in both 
fading and non-fadlng environment. We show that as the number 
of relay nodes, n, grows large, the capacity of this network 
scales like iogn. We then show that with the “separation”4ased 
scheme, in which the network is viewed as the concatenation 
of a broadcast and a multi-access network, the achievable rate 
scales as log log n and as a constant for fading and uon-fadine 
environment, respectively, which is clearly sub-optimal. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Although point-to-point information theory is well under- 
stood, little is known about the network information theory. 
The capacity region for many network scenarios is still un- 
known [I] .  A type of max-flow min-cut theorein for general 
niuititerminal networks is given in [I]. Using this theorem 
one can find different (not necessarily tight) upper bounds for 
achievable rates in arbitrary networks. 
In wireline networks, for a family of problems known as 
multicast problems, it has been shown that the max-flow min- 
cut upper bound can actually be achieved [2], [3], [4]. The 
goal in this problem is to convey information from one source 
to a number of destinations reliably. The network consists of a 
source, destinations and relay nodes. The links in the network 
represent incmoryless independent channels with some known 
capacities. 
This result is interesting in the following two aspects. First, 
the max-flow min-cut upper bound can be achieved in this 
problem, which is not the case for many networks. On the 
other hand, the acliieviability proof of this capacity is based 
on a “separation”-based approach. This separation does not 
degrade the performance of the network. From the work of 
[2],[3], one can see that by using channel coding on each link, 
so as to make the links error-free, and by employing network 
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coding on top and separated from the channel codes at the 
nodes, the max-flow min-cut upper bound is achievable. 
In view of these results for wireline networks, one inter- 
esting and important question that arises is whether the same 
approach gives satisfactory results for multicast over wireless 
networks. We know that for the multicast problem over wire- 
line networks making each link error-free does not degrade 
the performance of the network. Therefore one can decom- 
pose the network into smaller modules without degrading the 
performance of the network. The question is whether the same 
“separation”-based approach works for wireless networks. 
In this paper, we will provide some examples of wireless 
networks for which this “separation”-based approach is not 
optimal and can cause severe degradation in the performance 
of the entire network. We will consider the simplest forin 
of multicast problem with one source and one destination 
(unicast problem). This fact is illustrated by some examples of 
multi-stage Gaussian wireless relay networks. Therefore, for 
optimal operation of the network, its global structure should be 
considered and a coding scheme for the entire network, rather 
than for each individual link or sub-network is required. This 
fact is also noted in [ 5 ]  for some different examples. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we 
introduce our network model which is a multi-stage Gaussian 
wireless relay network. In Section 3 we will consider a single 
stage Gaussian wireless network. The performance of the 
“separation”-based approach for this network is analyzed for 
non-fading and fading cases. The maximum achievable rate is 
also compared to the simple scheme of “forward”ing at every 
relay node. In Section 4 we consider an example of a multi- 
stage Gaussian wireless relay network. For this network, we 
assume that each node can either “forward” or “decode and 
re-encode”. Section 5 is further work and conclusion. 
11. NETWORK MODEL 
We consider multistage Gaussian wireless relay networks 
with one source of information denoted by s and one desti- 
nation node shown by d (See Fig. 1). The network consists 
of k stages of relay nodes to aid the communication between 
s and d. We denote the i-th stage of relay nodes by Si (So 
and Sk+,+1 denote nodes s and d respectively). The number 
of relay nodes in Si is denoted by 1 6 .  Nodes in Si receive 
signal only from nodes in the previous stage S,-1. We also 
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to the destination, d.  We view the network as the concatenation 
of these two sub-networks. We assume that the sub-networks 
are error-free, Given this we are interested in finding the 
maximum achievable rate with this scheme, R,. 
In this scheme because of the error-free operation of the 
sub-networks the maximum achievable rate, R,, is actually 
R, = min{Rsc,RMA}, where RBC and RMA are the 
maximum achievable sun-rate of the broadcast and the multi- 
access network respectively. 
lk #ofnodes ‘ 3  I 
The Gaussian broadcast network is a degraded broadcast 
. . .  
1 ‘ 2  k channel for which the sum-capacity is given as [ I ]  
Fig. I .  A multi-stage Gaussian relay network 
ignore the interference from other stages. We do not allow 
for any cooperation between the relay nodes. The channel 
between the nodes in stage i and i + 1 is assumed to be 
AWGN with channel gains denoted by Hi, which is a l ;  x l;+l 
matrix, i.e., Hi[t,m] is the channel gain between node t in 
stage i and node m in stage i + 1. The noise introduced 
in every reception is assumed to be zero-mean unit variance 
complex Gaussian random variable with variance a i .  The 
transmit power for all the nodes in S; is equal to pi. In 
general, channels can be subject to fading. In that case, we 
assume local channel knowledge at the relay nodes and the 
source s and global knowledge of the channel coefficients 
at destination d. Unless mentioned we assume thai there is 
no fading, present in the network. We assume synchronous 
reception at each node. rif, t i t  and vit denote the received 
signal, the transmitted signal and the noise at node t in 
stage Si. Using the above notation, the network can be fully 
specified by Net = (k; {li}t=l, {Hi}f=o,un). 2 
111. EXAMPLE 1 
In this section we consider the class of networks introduced 
in the previous section with a single stage of relay nodes.We 
assume that the network has n relay nodes. We consider both 
the cases when the network is subject to fading and when 
the channel gains between a relay node and the source and 
the destination are respectively equal to go and ho for all the 
relay nodes. 
We will study the maximum achievable rate for the network 
when a “separation”-based scheme is used. We will then 
mention a simple scheme that outperforms the “separation”- 
based scheme. 
A. No fading 
can be fully specified by 
In this case, using the notation of Section 11, the network 
Net1 = (1, {n}, {po,p~}, {go * [11.. . l],h * [11.. . 1] }7a3.  
I )  “Separation “-based approach: In the “separation”. 
based scheme, we decompose the network into two sub- 
networks: the broadcast network froin the source, s, to the 
relay nodes and the multi-access network from the relay nodes 
Also for the multi-access’network from the relay nodes to the 
destination the capacity region is given in [ I ]  and the sum- 
. .  capacity is 
) 
Rnra = log( 1 + -wlhoI2  
a:, 
Now we know the values for RBC and RMA. By substituting 
these values in R, we have 
2) ‘‘Forward”: Another possible scheme for the above 
network is that the relay nodes normalize their received signal 
to power pl and “forward” it to the destination. Denoting the 
transmitted signal from s ,by  tol  = 2, we have 
I -  
n; = gox+uli 
1go12Po + .f 
where as defined earlier, rli,tl and rz1 are the received signal 
at relay node i ,  the transmitted signal from relay node i and 
the received signal at the destination. From the above equation 
we see that signal to noise ratio at the destination is equal to 
therefore using the “forwarding” scheme the network can 
support a rate of 
Comparing this with the rate achieved using “separation”- 
based scheme we can find the condition for wbicb “for- 
warding is a better choice. In particular, for large enough 
n we can see that Rf = O(1ogn) while R. = O(1). 
Therefore for large n, the. “Forward”ing scheme outperforms 
“separation”-based scheme. If we further impose po = pl then 
it is . 0- we have for Po 2 (n - l )mlu  a l h o ~ ~ . ~ s o ~ ) - m i n ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ z , ~ ~ ~ 1 2 )  
better to “forward at relay 6odes. 
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B. Fading 
In this section we consider a single stage relay network 
with n relay node in the presence of fading. We assume that 
the channel gains are i.i.d zero-mean unit variance complex 
Gaussian random variables. This correspond to the Rayleigh 
fading scenario. Thus the network is specified as Net2 = 
clarity, the connection from source to a relay node is shown 
by character g and the connections from a relay node to 
destination is shown by character h.Similar to the previous 
section we compare the perfotmance of the “separation”-based 
scheme with “fonvard”ing scheme. 
I )  “separation “-based scheme: Similar to the non-fading 
(1, n,  {P, $1, { [ a ,  gz, ..., 4, [h , hi ..., LI}, ai)  where, for 
Gaussian multi-access network with fading is derived in 
[7]. In this case the sum-capacity of the multi-access 
channel is given by 
Due to the law of large numbers as n + co, we have 
‘;=;’’*’ + 1. Therefore the sum-capacity of the &lar 
Gaussian multi-access network with fading scale8hke 
logn for large n. We have stated this result as the 
following lemma. 
We have summarized the above results in the following 
lemma. 
case, in the “separation”-based scheme we view the network 
as concatenation of a broadcast network (from source to relay 
these sub-networks optimal in the sense of supportable rate.ln 
this case the achievable rate, R,, is again rnin{RBc, R M , ~ }  
where RBC and RMA are the sum-capacities of a broadcast 
and a multi-access network. Note that, as mentioned in Section 
11, we and relay nodes have howledge of 
their local channel gain and the destination has knowledge of 
all the channel gains in the network. 
In the following paragraphs we first mention the results 
for the sum-capacity of the the broadcast and multi-access 
network in the presence of fading and then analyze the 
performance using the “fonvard”ing scheme. . Bloadcast nehar.k: For Scalar ~~~~~i~~ broadcast 
tile ergodic sum-capacity, denoted in this paper by 
R ~ ~ ,  is given by the following maximization problenl[6] 
Lemma 1. The capacities of the broadcast systeni be- 
tween the source and the relay nodes and the multi- 
behave like log log n and log n, respectively, where n is 
From the above discussion, we see that the maximum 
achievable rate in the network, when considered as a con- 
catenation of a broadcast and multi-access network is of order 
loglogn as n grows large, i.e. R. = rnin{RBc,Rhr,i} = 
@(lOgl’%n) 
2) “Forward”: In this section we derive the scaling law for 
the capacity of the one stage relay network considered in this 
paper. We first mention an upper bound for the capacity of 
this network. Next, we show that we can obtain this scaling 
law by using “forward”ing scheme in the network. The main 
result of this section is given in the following theorem. 
nodes) and a multi-access network. We will design each of acceSS sysfe,,l bemeen the rela,, nodes destination 
n f ~ n f b e ~ .  nodes , 
the 
n 
subject to = p pi 2 0 
i=l 
where as defined earlier, gi is the channel gain from the 
source to the a-th relay node. Furthermore the expectation 
is taken over the over the distribution of the channel gains. 
It can be verified that the optimal solution to the above 
maximization problem is to allocate all the power to the 
user with the strongest channel [6].  In this case, we have 
(2) RBC = E Wl + y l g l  1 P z  a* 
where 191’ = rnax(lg112, .  . . , lglLl2). Now the cumulative 
density function (CDF) of 1gI2 is given as 
Theorem 1. Let Rreloy denote the capacioi of the wireless 
relay network with n relay nodes and the channel model as 
descpibed in Section III-B, Then u s  have R,,faV = Q(1ogn) 
Proof: The argument is similar to that of [SI and [9]. The 
upper bound is easily derived by allowing cooperation between 
the relay nodes. This scenario is clearly an upper bound for the 
capacity of the network with no cooperation. For this scenario 
the communication from the relay nodes to the receiver is like 
a n-antenna transmitter, 1-antenna receiver system. In this case 
the upper bound is computed as 
n 
“n Therefore it can be shown that for large n, 1gI2 with high 
probability is or order logn, More specifically, we have The lower bound is achieved by the “forwarding” scheme. In 
this scheme, the communication is done in two intervals. Using 
pr{lninn lg12 - i n n  inlnn} = 1 - q - 1  I the notation of Section 11, in the first interval the transmitter 
transmits a signal t o l .  The relay node i receives a noisy version 
of t u ,  TI; = gjtol +uli. In the second interval the relay nodes 
transmit a scaled version of what they have received. In this 
n 
Using this fact we have RBC = O(log(logn)). . Mnlti-access network: The sum-capacity of the scalar 
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case, the transmitted signal from relay node i is written as 
The scalar is chosen so that the average power of t l i  is a: 
and also the signal parts add up coherently at the receiver. The 
received signal at the receiver can be written as 
We can easily see that the average signal to noise power in 
the above equation is 
n 2 d  
of(nof + 3p + a:) SNR = 
By using the central limit theorem we can show that as n 
increases the maximum achievable rate using “forwarding” 
scheme, denoted by R,, converges to 4 log(1 + S X R )  where 
the factor of 4 is because of the fact that the transmitter 
transmits half of the times. Now since R f  is a lower bound 
for the capacity of wireless relay network, R,,rau, we have 
The upper bound and the lower bound suggest that Rreloy = 
O(logn) and also that the “forwarding” scheme achieve this 
Based on the above discussion we have the following 
important observation. In this wireless setting for achieving 
the optimal rate of transmission we cannot view the Gaussian 
relay network with n nodes as the concatenation of a broadcast 
system between the transmitter and the relay nodes and a 
multi-access system between the relay nodes and the receiver. 
In other words, if the network is designed so that the broadcast 
communication sub-network between the transmitter and the 
relay nodes perform optimally (in terms of rate) then the 
maximum rate that we can achieve is log logn which is clearly 
less than the maximum achievable rate of the transmission in 
the main network. 
scaling for large n. I 
1V.  EXAMPLE^ 
The last network we consider in this paper is a multi- 
stage Gaussian relay network with k stages and n relay 
nodes in each stage. The transmit power at all the nodes 
is assumed to be p and the noise variance is af. We as- 
sume that all the channel gains are equal to some constant 
value h. Therefore the network is specified as Net3 = 
In this network, we allow for two operations at each node: 
“forward” and “decode and re-encode”. In the “decode and 
re-encode” scheme, the node, first decodes the message sent 
( k , { n , .  .>.1>1p;. . . , P I ,  t l h ; .  . . > h l , .  . . >  [h,... ,Y1,.;). 
by the source successfully and then re-encode it by the same 
codebook used at the source and transmit it across the network. 
Decoding error-free at a node introduces a constraint on the 
maximum achievable rate of transmission from the source 
to the destination in the network. The goal is to find the 
optimal operation at each node so that the achievable rate is 
maximized. Note that because of the symmetry of the network, 
if in the optimal scenario, a relay node at stage k “decodes 
and re-encodes” then without degrading the performance we 
can “decode and re-encode” at all of the other nodes in that 
stage. Therefore the problem is to find the stages at which 
to “decode and re-encode” is optimal. Let D be the set of 
- / + u21 stages, excluding source and destination, at which the relay dTTz 
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nodes “decode and re-encode”. For instance, D = { S i , S j }  
means relay nodes at stages i and j “Decode and re-encode” 
and D = 0 means that all the relay nodes are “forwarding. 
We refer to D as a policy. 
Now we are interested in the optimal policy, Dopt,  Let 
SXRi (D)  denote the signal to noise ratio at stage i under 
policy D. Then it can be verified that the achievable rate under 
policy D, denoted by RD is given as 
(3) RD = minlog(1 + S N R i ( D ) )  
! E l  
where Z = {ilSi E D }  u {k + 1)  
The above formula can be interpreted as follows. As men- 
tioned earlier, by “decoding and re-encoding” at node i € D 
we introduce a constraint of log(1 + SMRj(D))  on the total 
rate of transmission from source to destination. Therefore R D  
is the minimum of these constraints. 
As we see from (3), the important quantities that determine 
the performance of a policy, is the signal to noise ratio (SNR) 
at different stages. In the following paragraph we will state a 
lemma for computing these quantities 
Lemma 2. Consider a multi-stage wireless relay nernork with 
k stages specifred as Net = 
Pierefore the transmit powerfir the source is po and for all 
the retoy nodes is p .  Define PO = 4. p = -% and c = Ihlz. 
Then SNRi(0) (SNR when all the nodes a 2  ‘yowarding’? 
at the i-th stage is equal to 
popi-l Z( i -1 )  i n c  
SXRi(0) X i  - pop~-- ‘n2( i - l )c i  
nbere al and az are the peal) mors of thefollowing equation 
2 - (n2cp + 1)z + cpn(n - 1 )  = 0 (4) 
Using the above lemma, we can find the rate for the network 
considered in example 2 (Le., Net , )  under any policy D = 
{Si,,&,, ... ;Si,], where i j + l  > ij  for all j < t .  In order to 
find the rate,’Ro, note that by “decoding and re-encoding’’ at 
some intermediate stage Si,, all the n relay nodes in that stage 
act as a source with transmit power of n2y for next stages. 
Therefore the signal to noise ratio at stage i j  is equal to the 
signal to noise ratio of the ij-ij-l-th stage of a network with 
transmit power ofpo = nzp at source and relay node power of 
p. Let dj = ij Then using this observation and Lemma 
2, we can write the signal to noise at stage ij , j  > 1 under 
pol icyD= {Sil,Si2,...,S$e) as 
where u1 and u2 are defined in (4). It can be verified from 
the above equation that SNRi, is a decreasing function of d j .  
Therefore if in the optimal policy there is one intermediate 
stage at which relay nodes should “decode and re-encode” at, 
then without loss of generality we can assume that relay nodes 
in next stages also “decode and re-encode”. Thus the optimal 
policy can be written as 
a p t  = {S,,,S$,+I, . . . ,  S,+I) 
and the corresponding rate Rapt can be written from (3) as 
Rapt = l O g ( l +  SA7R<,(0)) 
In other words, the rate is constrained by the SNR of the first 
“decode and re-encode” stage. Therefore, to find the optimal 
policy we need to find the stage with highest SNR when all 
the relay nodes are “forwarding”. Theorem 2 summarizes the 
above discussion. 
Theorem 2 .  Consider a multi-stage Gaussian wireless relay 
network with k stages specified as 
the optimal policy is to “fonvard” at the relay nodes in 
the first stage and “decode and re-encode” at all the other 
stages, Le., Dopt = {SZ. Ss.. . . ,&+I}. Also the optimal 
rate, Rapt is given as 
In order to see this note that from (4), for large p we 
have 
71 - 1 
ug = 
71 
By plugging these values for u1 and a2 in (S), after some 
simplifications, io can be written as 
From the above equation, we can see that as p --t co, 
the value inside 1.1 goes to one and therefore i o  = 2 for 
large enough p. 
v. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
In this paper we showed that the traditional approach of 
designing wired networks can not be always used in the 
wireless setting. By means of examples we have shown that 
designing the sub-networks of a wireless networks optimally 
(in terms of rate of transmission) does not necessarily imply 
good performance for the total network. For optimal operation 
of the network one should look at its global structure. Mo- 
tivated by this, one interesting problem would be to develop 
sufficient conditions under which desimine a wireless network 
Net = ( k ,  { T h .  . . , 7 L } ,  {P,. . . ,P}: {[k. . . > h1, . I ’ ’ ’ 1 )dj3 %?). locally guarantees good performance for the whole network. 
Another interesting problem is to find optimal designs in the 
limiting cases of high and low signal to noise ratio. 
the oyt i lna~policy~or this nemo,.k is gil,er, by D,, = 
{S io,  Si,+,, . . . , Sktl} where io is 
otherwise. 
1x1 denotes thefloor of the real number x and u I and ug < u1 
are the mots of the foNowing equation 
zZ - (l/@p + 1 ) ~  + Ihlzpn(n - 1) 0 (6) 
From the above theorem we have the following observa- 
. In the low SNR regime, i.e. when p is small enough, 
the optimal policy is to “decode and re-encode” at every 
stage. In this case the optimal rate is Rapt = log(1 + 
Ih12p). It can be shown that this property holds for any 
general multi-stage Gaussian relay network as defined in 
Section I1 where the transmit power at different stages 
are all decreasing functions of a single parameter. . In the high SNR regime, i.e. when p is large enough, 
tions. 
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